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Accessibility Statement. Two basic front and rear styling treatments are fitted to the Eâ€”a
North American version that debuted firstâ€”and a more conservative design for all other
markets that debuted later in For the Japanese and Hong Kong markets, the smaller and
unrelated E model is offered instead; the Japanese version remains compliant with Japanese
government dimension regulations. The Corolla Altis was available in India from April in two
engine forms, in petrol and diesel engines. The 1. Toyota shutdown the production in 31 March
due to declining sales and did not engineer to meet the Bharat Stage 6 emission standards
which came into effect in April. As such, the E model would not be introduced to India, making
the E model as the last Corolla Altis model to be sold in the country. In Malaysia, the Corolla
Altis was launched in January and came in three variant forms, the baseline 1. All three variants
come with CVT transmission with seven-speed sports sequential shift. The eleventh generation
Corolla was launched in July in Pakistan. Pakistan is among the few countries in which the 1.
Corolla XLi and GLi 1. Toyota Pakistan upgraded the features of whole Corolla's lineup in April ,
with the most features being offered in the top spot variant known as Corolla Altis Grande.
Some of the features of Altis Grande 1. The Corolla Altis was first released in the country in
early , with five trims available. The entry-level 1. The mid-range 1. A minor update for the Altis
was later released in December The new Corolla Altis was available from 10 January offering
only with the 1. Initially offered as a single trim, the line up was split into Classic and Elegance
trims with the former using multi-reflector headlamps and comes with inch rims, the latter adds
LED headlamps with DRLs , keyless entry with push button start, auto-dimming rear view
mirror, ionizer for the climate control and inch alloy wheels. In mid , the facelift model was
launched, with Eco, Standard and Elegance trims. Japanese-market E models Axio and Fielder
estate were also available and sold by grey market importers. The new generation Corolla was
marketed as the "Corolla Altis" used in Southeast Asian markets and some parts of Asia. This
generation had an overall redesigned look for the Asian market setting it apart from the
American market. The Corolla Altis was only available with a 1. Designed and sold exclusively in
Taiwan, the model featured a redesigned front bumper heavily influenced by the North American
Camry facelift, a redesigned lower rear bumper, side skirts, clear tail lamps, and spoilers. In
October , the facelift model was launched, with Eco, Standard and Elegance trims. On 21
September , the updated Corolla Altis X was launched, with the similar front bumper design as
the updated Chinese market Levin. Thailand continued to manufacture the Corolla, and the new
version was launched as the Corolla Altis in a total of seven grades J, E, G and V , as well as a
special edition grade E Sport. Thailand was the only country to offers all existing grades of the
new Altis, whilst export markets were only given a fraction of the Thai range in varying
combinations. A special edition grade E Sport was also offered only in Thailand which comes
with an aerodynamic bodykit including a rear spoiler, sport seats and inch multi-spoke alloys.
Grades available for the Corolla Altis in Thailand vary from the basic 1. An equivalent hatchback

model is also retailed under the Corolla nameplate, but this is actually a rebadged E Auris
released earlier in For the saloon version, which was imported from Thailand, there were three
different variants: the base Ascent, the mid range SX model, and the flagship ZR. The Corolla
saloon and hatchback Auris were together in the top selling car in Australia. The facelifted
international version of the E Corolla was unveiled on 24 March At the rear the chrome strip is
thinner and the tail lamps adopt new LED clusters. Toyota would sell two versions of the E
Corolla in China, the international version, called the FAW-Toyota Corolla, which is similar in
appearance to the Corolla Altis, and the Guangqi-Toyota Levin, which sports a design closer to
the North American version, but is still a separate design see below. Engine and transmission
choices available are the 1. The Levin also shares these engines and transmissions. In , both
versions of the Corolla in China received a facelift and a 1. The plug-in hybrid variants of both
the Corolla and the Levin are still available for purchase as of December In South Africa, the E
Corolla was launched on 7 February with a choice of three petrol engines 1. All engines are
mated to a standard six-speed manual transmission while a CVT is available for the 1. Trim
levels are the base Esteem, the mid-level Prestige, the sporty Sprinter and the top-of-the-line
Exclusive. The E Corolla is still currently produced and sold in South Africa as the Corolla
Quest, which was revealed on 31 January and released in March The line-up includes a 1. All
other engines in the line-up are fitted with six-speed manual transmissions. The North American
Corolla is very similar to the international version, except for offering revised front and rear
styling. This design was adopted from the Furia concept. North American models were
announced first on June 6, ; European models, announced the day after, differed mostly outside
with their front-end treatment. The engines were closely related to the previous models, with
only slight improvements in performance and emissions. The Corolla is a perennially top-selling
model [35] in North America, and the world. Toyota focused on fuel efficiency with this new
design, while continuing the longstanding trend of increasing size and weight. Two,
four-cylinder engines are available, the 1. Stylistic elements of this generation of the Corolla
were previewed in the Furia concept car shown at the January Detroit Auto Show. Hints of the
swept windshield and sloped roofline suggest the brand will follow the industry trend toward
raked rear ends and more aerodynamic body shapes. It is also likely that the elements such as
the LED lighting seen on the concept will make it into the next Corolla's design. Many design
cues were inherited from the Furia concept car; [40]. The E Corolla model uses an electric
powersteering system offering improved directness and weight. The components of the tilt,
telescopic steering structure have been upgraded to improve rigidity and reduce vibration.
There are 3. Smart Stop Technology brake override system is also included standard, as well as
an electronic tire pressure monitoring system TPMS. Different inch aluminum alloy wheels are
offered on the LE, and LE Eco, and inch alloy wheels are offered on the S. Toyota's new Corolla
offers two engine selections, both all aluminium, 1. With the exception of the LE Eco trim, the 1.
Valvematic offers a broader range of continuously variable valve timing lift and phasing over
VVT-i, providing more optimal intake valve not on exhaust side operation relative to engine
demands conferring a five-percent improvement in fuel economy and engine output. The base
model Corolla L is offered with a four-speed automatic transmission or a six-speed manual
transmission. The six-speed manual is also available in the Corolla S. The diameter ratio
between small and large internal pulleys has been increased without increasing the unit's case
size achieving a ratio range of 6. A transmission fluid warmer was added, reducing warm-up
time, and lower viscosity CVT fluid improves efficiency. Its new fluid pump reduces parasitic
loss at high speeds. The transmission's software creates discrete sequential shift points to
emulate traditional transmissions while accelerating. The S trim offers a manual-mode shift gate
in the console shifter, or paddle shifters on the steering wheel allowing sequential "shifts"
through 7 speeds, addressing complaints that earlier pulley-type CVTs had a "rubber band" feel
when accelerating because of the lag as the transmission entered its power band. Typical CVT
designs require a high level of hydraulic pressure for operation, and CVT hydraulic-fluid pumps
are typically driven at the same rate as engine speed, leading to pumps wasting considerable
effort, lowering transmission efficiency at higher engine speeds as the pump moves more fluid
than necessary to lubricate and sandwich the CVT's belt. Hydraulic pressure was reduced to an
optimal point to protect against belt slippage, while conserving drive effort to limit excess
pumping losses in the new design; also, the oil pump features a coaxial 2-port design that
enables a percent reduction in pump drive torque, lowering its parasitic draw on the engine. The
ECO driving mode makes accelerator control become non-linear to suppress the vehicle's
response to choppy driving and contain acceleration from standing start to reduce fuel
consumption. The accelerator pedal's communication is the same as Normal mode after percent
throttle. The air conditioning operation is also controlled, with compressor power reduced, and
the utilization of recirculation mode, as well as increasing the time to reach a desired

temperature. The S trim offers a SPORT mode with software tuning that alters shift points along
with unique electric power steering programming, helping create a sportier driving sensation
during normal road and freeway driving. S trim models with CVTi-S have steering wheel
mounted paddle shifters, while the console shifter also offers a manual gate M-position that
also allows drivers to make brisk upshifts or downshifts using the shift lever. An appropriate
shift will automatically be engaged if the engine revolutions become high enough or down
shifted if they become low enough. The front suspension uses Macpherson struts with a new,
more rigid control-arm design, while the rear uses a torsion beam arrangement. The spring
rates on Corolla are relaxed, but the S model equipped with inch wheels includes unique coil,
damper, and bushing tuning to offering stiffer handling. The rear torsion beam's attachments
points are now fastened to the body at a slanted, diagonal angle for its bushings, a departure
from the traditional straight attachment orientation; the new layout contributes improves grip,
and stability. The unibody has been made more rigid, featuring additional unibody bracing
tunnel brace and rear floor brace to complement suspension tuning. It makes extensive use of
high-strength steel to improve the rigidity of the structure, keeping vehicle curb weight under 2,
pounds for all grades. High tensile-strength steel allows for reduced thickness and optimized
shape of structural panels and increases strength to improve collision performance. Corolla is
expected to perform very well in collision safety ratings test. It has gloss black-painted inch
alloy wheels, red stitching on its black steering wheel, shift knob, door trim, and seats, Special
Edition floor mats and trunk emblem. In Canada, this model is called the 50th Anniversary
Limited Edition. In for the model year, Toyota released the facelift version of the E Corolla with
new aerodynamic scoops, only for 50th anniversary edition restyled front facia, including new
headlight design; redesigned taillights also featured. The interior added a new seven-inch touch
screen and four-inch multi-information display. The Levin has different frontal styling compared
to both the North American Corolla and the international version. The grille is a slim piece
dominated by chrome strip along the top that continues above the headlamps that have been
designed as a cross between the North American Corolla's lights and the international Corolla's
wrap-around units. The lower intake is trapezoidal-shaped like the regular non-sport grade
North American Corolla, but for China features a chrome surround. At the rear, the Levin's
lights are based on the North American Corollaâ€”the rear three-quarter panels and bumper are
the identical. However, the reshaped trunk lid has the Toyota logo moved upwards to make way
for the dominating chrome strip that bridges the tail lamps. The outer portions of the Levin's
tail-lamps are the same shape as the Corolla for North America. However, the inner portion that
sit upon the trunk lid are resigned. Also, the North American Corolla's tailpipe pokes straight
out from underneath the rear bumper; the Levin's tailpipe curves downwards. From Wikipedia,
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aimed at the Japanese market and sold in other select Asian markets. Introduced in as the
Toyopet Crown , it has served as the mainstream sedan from Toyota in the Japanese market
throughout its existence and holds the distinction of being the longest-running passenger-car
nameplate affixed to any Toyota model, along with being the first Toyota vehicle to be exported
to the United States in Available at Toyota Store dealers in Japan, the Crown has been popular
for government usage, whether as a police car or for transporting government officials. It has
also been popular with Japanese companies as company cars along with use as a taxicab.
While a base Crown was available for many years aimed at the taxicab market, the increasing
opulence and price of the Crown line led to the creation of the Toyota Comfort in as a more
affordable alternative. Outside Japan, the larger Lexus LS took over the role of Toyota's flagship
sedan in in the company's global lineup. In North America, the first through fourth generations
were offered from through The Crown has also been partially succeeded in export markets by
its closely related sibling, the Lexus GS , which since its debut in as the Toyota Aristo has
always shared the Crown's platform and powertrain options. Later models of the GS and Crown
have taken on a very strong aesthetic kinship through shared design cues. The Crown's history
and reputation has given it prominence in the Toyota lineup, as it is one of the few current
Toyota models to carry its own unique insignia for the model line with the current Crown having
a stylized crown emblem on the grille and steering wheel along with inspiring the names of its
smaller progenitors. The Corona , introduced as a smaller companion to the Crown means
"crown" in Latin and was initially exported as the " Tiara ", while the Corolla took its name from
the corolla " small crown " in Latin. The Avalon the Crown's North American counterpart , while
not named after a crown, is named after a mythical island from the legends of King Arthur.
Toyota's " Discover Crown Spirit Project " is a program in which Japanese Toyota dealers fully
restore instances of every generation of the Crown to show that even the oldest Crown still
works. The Crown was exported to the United States from to Other European countries which
saw early imports of the Crown included the Netherlands and Belgium. Canada sold the Crown
from to The United Kingdom was another market until the early s. It was also exported to
Canada for a few yearsâ€”â€” Australia was another important export market for the
Crownâ€”to the extent that it was manufactured there from the mids until the late s using many
local components. The Crown was introduced in in Japan to meet the demands of public
transportation. The front doors open conventionally, and the rear doors are " suicide doors ", a
feature also utilized on the Toyota AA , Toyota's first car. Small engine displacements were
used to keep the vehicle affordable, as the Japanese Government began to impose an annual
road tax to help develop and maintain a national transportation infrastructure in The Toyota
Patrol was a police car version of the Crown. The Crown was much more popular than the
Master due to the more compliant suspension of the Crown, and while the Master was intended
for taxi service, the Crown was more accepted by the market over the Master, and more Crowns
were sold into taxi service than the Master. The Crown was designed to replace the Super but
Toyota was not sure if its independent front coil suspension and its suicide type rear doors
were too radical for the taxi market to bear. So the Super was updated, renamed the Master and
sold in tandem to the Crown, at Toyota Store locations. When sales of the Crown proved
worthwhile, the Master was discontinued in November after being in production for only one
year, and production facilities for the Master were transferred to the Crown. A six-door wagon
known as the Airport Limousine was shown as a concept car at the Tokyo Motor Show. It did
not go into production. In October Japan's first diesel-engine passenger car, the Crown Diesel,
was introduced. The was also available with the new two-speed Toyoglide automatic
transmission. Its coil and double wishbone independent front suspension [9] was a departure
from the leaf sprung beam axle front suspension used on most previous models but was similar
to the independent front suspension used on the Toyopet SA. The live axle rear suspension was
similar to that used on most of the previous models unlike the trailing arm rear suspension
used on the SA. Taxi versions were produced and beginning in March commercial versions of
the vehicle were also available, as an estate wagon and a three- or six-seat coupe utility. The
"Crown" name was previously in use by the Imperial limousine manufactured by Chrysler in the
early s. In it introduced a ball joint suspension. In August , three Toyota delegates with the
intent to establish a sales company in the United States introduced a white and black Crown
and Crown Deluxe at a public relations event attended by dealers and the media. The Toyopet
was barely able to limp into Las Vegas before the project had to be called off. Since the car was
designed for the muddy, slow, unpaved Japanese roads, it failed the mass urban landscape of
the US because of its inability to keep up with traffic on the faster interstate highways, along
with stability, noise and vibration concerns. Motor Trend reported "The Toyopet is so rigid that
jacking up one wheel at the rear bumper quickly lifted the other rear wheel". They also observed
an average of For the Crown was being sold with the newer 3R engine and alongside the new

smaller Tiara model with the Crown's outgoing 1. Total sales for reached only units, trailing off
to 74 for , and finally 28 for To prevent any further loss, all passenger car imports were
suspended and new management structures were established to refocus all sales efforts on the
Toyota Land Cruiser with profitability expected from selling 50 to 60 per month until the
development of a new car suitable for the US market. In November , Toyota released the Origin ,
a retro version of the RS series Crown to celebrate million vehicles having been built in Japan.
Due to the introduction of the Corona , the dramatically restyled and enlarged Series S40 was
launched in , and saw the introduction of the Custom model. According to the Japanese
Wikipedia article for the Crown, the styling was said to be influenced by the recently introduced
Ford Falcon in The front grille approach has a similar appearance to the Imperial Crown
Chrysler , which speaks to Toyota's aspirations that the Crown be a large, comfortable sedan.
The station wagon body style carried over from the previous generation Masterline, but with
more attention to the luxurious approach used on the Crown. Headlights were integrated within
the boundaries of the greatly enlarged grille, providing a clean, modern appearance. A 2-speed
automatic transmission was introduced, called Toyoglide, with a column shift. A bigger and
better car than the previous S30 series, it initially had four-cylinder R-series engines before the
addition of the "M" six-cylinder engine in Deluxe and Super Deluxe models were available with
added features. The sedan and wagon were known simply as the Crown while the commercial
vehicles coupe utility, double cab coupe utility pick ups , and van were known as the Masterline.
They brought in of these subsequent to a May agreement. It was not put into production. AMI,
which assembled numerous brands including Triumph and, for a short time, Mercedes-Benz,
was to become the basis of Toyota's current Australian manufacturing operation. The longer,
wider and more upmarket Crown Eight was introduced in for the Japanese market, powered by
a 2. However, it had a different model designation, G10 VG10 when fitted by 2. The car was first
introduced at the Tokyo Motor Show and introduced for sale on April 20, , nine days before
Emperor Showa 's birthday and the beginning of Golden Week in Japan. Toyota delegated the
production because the Crown Eight had many different components compared to the Crown,
which could have hindered mass-production operations at the Motomachi plant as the Crown
Eight's production volume was approximately 1, cars per year. The Crown Eight was designed
primarily to replace full-sized American automobiles that were commonly used by major
corporations. The Crown Eight represents the first Japanese mass-produced vehicle with an
8-cylinder engine. It was the first Crown to exceed vehicle size classification regulations in
length, width and engine displacement capacity. The Crown Eight was considered as a possible
submission for use by the Japanese Imperial Household Agency as a car to be used by senior
members of the Imperial House of Japan , but it lost out to the Nissan Prince Royal. Approx 3,
Crown Eights were produced. Some of the items that were exclusive to the Crown Eight were
climate control , automatic headlamps , electrically powered windows, electric cruise control , a
three-speed "Toyoglide" automatic transmission, and electromagnetic door latches, which were
also installed on the Crown Eight successor, the Century. Launched in , the mechanicals were
much the same as the previous generation, but additional equipment was included. Higher
specification models used the 2. A premium level Super Saloon joined the Super Deluxe model,
and was available with the 2M engine including twin carburettors, electric windows, rear seat
radio controls, air conditioning and luxury fabric on the seating including the Crown logo
embossed into the vinyl. Lower specified models were equipped with the R-series four-cylinder
engines. Crown vehicles meant for commercial use had received the Masterline nameplate until
the introduction of this generation; they were now badged "Crown" as well. However, this
generation was the last to be offered in an entire line of commercials - from the next generation
on, the only commercial-use model available was the Crown Van, whose bodywork was also
used for the Wagon models. When the S50 series Crown was introduced to Japan, television
commercials used Japanese actor Satoshi Yamamura , who among his many roles on stage,
movie, and television, portrayed Fleet Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto in the s movie Tora!
Yamamura would serve as the Crown spokesman for 16 years, introducing subsequent new
generations of Crown products until The Crown range now included the four-door station
wagon, pick-up rare , double cab pick-up very rare and the new two-door hardtop " personal
luxury car ". In September the option of power steering was added. Toyota offered the larger
engine so that buyers who were traditionally served by the Crown could now choose the all-new
Corona Mark II in This allowed Toyota to reposition the Crown as the top level privately
available luxury sedan, with much nicer interior treatments, more spacious accommodations.
This was the last generation for the pick-up versions of the Crown, as load carrying was ceded
to the new Toyota Hilux in February Australian market models were assembled in Australia by
Australian Motor Industries. Launched in February , the 4M engine was introduced with this
generation, as was the luxurious Super Saloon trim level, followed by the Super Deluxe and

Deluxe. The top of the line Royal Saloon was first introduced in the face-lifted Crown from ,
adding luxury features from the Century limousine. The 2. The Utility Wagon was a version
halfway between commercial and passenger car, and had chassis codes MS67V until the early
facelift when it was replaced by the MS68V with the 2. Previous generations of the Crown had
been marketed under the Toyopet name but the fourth-generation model was the first version to
be officially known worldwide as the Toyota Crown. The Japanese market Crown Custom
Wagon was classified as a seven-seater. Also, in Japan, this model was known as the " whale "
or "kujira" Crown. In , Japanese television commercials introduced Japanese actress Sayuri
Yoshinaga as a co-spokeswoman, joining Satoshi Yamamura, and together they appeared in
commercials until While the domestic market Hardtop has rectangular halogen headlights, all
export models come with twin round headlights. This model achieved few sales in the US,
possibly due to its styling with flush bumpers, called " spindle-shaped " in period marketing.
The trunk could be opened remotely by turning the ignition key to the far left, and a button on
the floor caused the radio to engage the signal seeking feature. A separate signal seeking
feature was installed for rear seat passengers, installed behind the front seat facing the rear
seat compartment. The series Crown underwent a facelift in January Australian models were
assembled in Australia by AMI. Launched in in Japan, export began from It was offered as
four-door sedan, two-door hardtop coupe, four-door hardtop sedan, wagon, and van. Engines
are 2. The Royal Saloon came in a longer body length, coupled with the 2. Export models used
the same body whether the two-litre 5R four-cylinder or the 2. Minor change was given in This
version of the Crown saw the introduction of disc brakes at both the front and rear axles with
anti-lock brakes, speed sensitive power steering, and a 4-speed automatic transmission with
overdrive. Originally, sedans and wagons had Sseries chassis numbers, while the two- and
four-door hardtops received the Sseries chassis numbers. After and concurrent with the
introduction of new stricter emissions regulations, all Japanese market Crowns used Sseries
chassis numbers. Export models continued to use the previous codes. Initially available with
the "old style" 4M engine with rounded valve cover, later models switched to the new 4M engine
with rectangular valve cover. This generation also saw the introduction of fuel injection on both
the 2. The emissions controlling technology badge helped identify which vehicles had reduced
emissions tax liability. Select models also were available with four-wheel disc brakes and twin
piston calipers on the front brakes. The models installed with the diesel engine was exclusive to
Toyota Diesel Store locations. The Hardtop Sedan model has a front chrome grill and square
headlights, but was no longer considered a true hardtop, due to the inclusion of a "B" pillar. The
styling differences between the hardtop and sedan four-door models was that the side windows
on the hardtop were frameless, and the rear window was sloped more than the formal appearing
sedan. This series Crown in the Royal Saloon trim package exceeded length regulations of 4. It
was the last Crown built in New Zealand and was replaced in by the Cressida Mark II , which was
available with a four-cylinder engine. It was never a strong seller in Australia, offering less
performance and roadholding than the domestic competitors from Ford and Holden. Launched
in , this model had the engine upgraded from the 2. The carburated 5M engine was also
available in certain markets. In this series the model designation referred to the engine size â€”
MS 2-liter , MS 2. This was the last generation to install a four-cylinder, gasoline-powered
engine. This model was the first generation Crown to be sold in Germany, beginning in Early
models have twin rectangular headlights, while facelift models come with bigger monoblock
headlights. Domestic market Royal Saloons use the large rectangular headlights. Lower grades
Van and Taxi models adopted round headlights. Royal Saloon features longer bumpers and
bigger engines, which were placed in a larger road tax classification according to Japanese
Government dimension regulations. The first Crown Turbo was launched in October for
Japanese market only. Offering the 2. The turbo also provided a benefit in increasing fuel
efficiency while reducing tailpipe emissions as Japanese consumers pay a tax on the amount of
regulated substances being sent into the atmosphere from a Japanese law passed in the s. In
some export markets, such as Southeast Asia, the larger six-cylinder engines came fitted with
carburettors. In those specs, the 2. Some of the options that became available were an
Electronic compass , glass moon roof , power drivers seat, cruise control, electronic stereo
tuner, and two-tone paint. Automatic climate control also appeared on this vehicle with separate
controls installed for rear seat passengers as well as a rear-mounted mini fridge cooled by the
separate rear seat air conditioning unit. Launched in , this model used all three versions of the
5M 2. Other engines included the 1G-GE 2. All 2. In September , a supercharged version of the
2-liter G-series six replaced the turbocharged M-series. Base versions use the new 2-liter 1G-E
engine which replaced the old 2-liter version of the M series. In Japan, taxi and commercial
versions were also available with an LPG-powered four-cylinder engine the 3Y which was even
offered with a three-speed, column-shifted manual. A petrol-fueled version of this engine was

available in some European and "general" export markets. The S was available in Hardtop
sedan frameless door glass , sedan and wagon versions but in two different exterior
dimensions for length and width, with the Royal Saloon hardtop and sedan only offered in the
larger body. One distinctive styling feature of this generation was the use of a clear panel with
patterned backing for the C-pillar trim on the sedans. This was the last generation Crown to be
commonly available in European markets. The fuel injected 2. For general export markets such
as Southeast Asia and the GCC countries , the carburetted 5M engine was also available.
Launched in Body style: sedan, hardtop, and wagon, including a van model for commercial
uses. The 4. The air suspension -equipped Royal Saloon G was also available with the 3-liter
inline-six engines. The better equipped models receive an independent semi-trailing arm rear
suspension, while the simpler versions including all wagons and vans have live rear axles
located by trailing links. These versions receive different chassis numbers GS versus GS, for
instance. In , it became the first Toyota available with an airbag. Although a totally different
chassis and body, the S shares styling cues with the X80 Cressida. Some export markets
received the older 2. For general countries, only with left-hand drive and a four-speed manual
transmission, the 2. In September a narrow-angle twin-cam version of the two-liter inline-six
engine the 1G-FE replaced the two-valve 1G-E in most applications, although the lower cost
model continued to be available in commercial models until September In August , a version of
the supercharged 2. This car was placed in a much higher tax bracket than the narrower-bodied
versions. Such cars have different license plates than more compact cars and are therefore
considered prestigious, if expensive. A few LPG-powered models were also available for
commercial uses, using two-litre engines with either four or six cylinders. In October , a
large-bodied variant of the turbodiesel sedan was presented. Station wagons were considered
separate from the commercial van models in Japan. As of August , the 2. In August , when the
Crown hardtop was redesigned and became the S series, the Crown sedan and wagon and van
were also restyled but retained the S model code. The Standard Sedan for Taxi and base model
Wagon feature round headlights and chrome bumpers. The taxi is powered by 2. In Hong Kong
and Singapore, the Crown Sedan with the diesel engine was the most common vehicle used as
taxis. The Crown Royal Saloon, meanwhile, was an exclusive car. In October the supercharged
model was discontinued. In December , the sales of sedan model was stopped for the Japanese
market. The sales of the wagon and van were stopped in December This generation marked the
return of the Crown to Indonesia in , where it had not been sold regularly since when it was
replaced by GX71 Cressida. Two trim levels were available, 2. It received major facelift in and
continued to be built after when the sedan was replaced in Japan. Also in , The 2. The
production of S Crown in Indonesia was stopped in In the early s , the numbers of imported cars
in China increased dramatically, despite the high import tax. China's consumer spending was
getting out of the control and created a severe trade deficit. Customs duties on imported goods
were raised in March and a new "regulatory tax" was added a few months later. By the fall of , a
two-year moratorium on nearly all vehicle imports was imposed. But the unclear definition of
"car production in China" at that time, inspired the local entrepreneurs to use this loophole. The
company then made a business deal with Shanxi -based small bus manufacturer, Datong
Saibeijian Auto Works, to use their licensed brand for selling these cars and one of them was
Saibeijian Crown. By the time, this was considered as smuggling. This made both the real join
ventures that invested so much money and the Chinese government that lost their income from
the import tax unhappy. This led the government arresting more than government, customs and
law enforcement officials on the southern Guangdong area around Zhanjiang on September 8,
This affair was known as " smuggling case", the largest mainland smuggling racket of the last
50 years. Launched in , this model of Toyota Crown departed from the traditional styling of
previous models, and introduced the new Royal Touring trim level. The new hardtop model
carried the S chassis designation, while the refreshed Crown sedan and wagon still kept the S
chassis from the previous generation Crown. For the ninth-generation Crown, the Super Edition
trim level was removed, and the Super Saloon trim became the entry-level trim. The Royal
Saloon G trim kept all of the luxurious options of the previous generation including a fully
digital gauge cluster, GPS navigation, and more safety equipment than other trim levels. Styling
was largely changed from the S generation. The design had shifted to a more curved front and
rear end, and removed the Crown badges from the C-pillars which had been on previous
models. A brand new taillight design was introduced, which was a curved, wrap-around design.
Because of the new rear-end styling moving away from the traditional separate, squared
taillights, the design was negatively received. This caused sales and popularity to be much
lower than its rivals, the Nissan Cedric and Gloria, as well as the previous generation Crown.
This special model included new chrome door handles and an all-chrome grill. Later in , a
facelift model was released. The rear design went back to that of the S type Crown which was

more favorably received. Other changes included restoring the Crown emblems to the C-pillars,
a further revised front grill, front bumper, and rear bumper. This newly revised Crown was well
received over the previous styling, and was able to win back some sales for the
ninth-generation Crown. Even after the facelift styling in late , the ninth-generation Crown was
labeled a failure in Japan compared to other generations and its rivals. Because of the lower
sales volume, car recycling for tax incentive in Japan, and the export of used examples to other
countries, the ninth-generation Crown has become difficult to find within Japan. The series
Crown were built as Sedan and Hardtop frameless door window only. This was the first Crown
to not use separate chassis construction. The Wagon retained the old series model until Engine
is either 2. As with previous generations, all vehicles with the 2. This generation Crown was not
exported in great numbers. These Crowns, with sedan rather than hardtop bodywork, were fitted
either with the 2. In an effort to return to the original purpose of the Crown, which was to serve
as a taxi, the Crown Comfort had smaller exterior dimensions but a roomier and taller interior
than the Crown Royal series. To reduce unnecessary cost and weight and increase interior
space, the more luxurious dashboard and fitments including leather seats of the Crown Royal
were replaced with less bulky all-plastic versions. The Comfort is also used as an instructional
vehicle for people learning how to drive. The Japanese model has fender mirrors and an
automatic driver-activated rear door. The Crown Comfort is popular among taxicab in Japan ,
Hong Kong and Singapore in the past, but is gradually falling out of favour as better-appointed
vehicles become available at competitive cost. The new Crown Sedan for the Japanese market
only is based on the Comfort, but has wider tail lights and longer bumpers. The Crown Comfort
was removed from Toyota's Japanese website on May 25, , indicating that production and sales
may have ended. The series, launched in September , features shorter front overhang therefore
maximizing interior and trunk space. There are two different series 4-door Saloon; the Royal and
Athlete. The Majesta , while sharing the same S chassis, is a separate vehicle which is larger
and longer than the Crown and has distinctive front and rear styling. The four-door Hardtop was
discontinued. The series Estate launched in December was the first new Crown Wagon after the
series and continued in production until March The engine installed is either the 2. The Athlete
V has 2. The Royal was also offered with a 3. Later non-hybrid models were offered with the
direct-injection version of the 2JZ engine. For the updated Athlete versions starting from
August the tail lamps were changed from incandescent to LED lights and the front grille
changed to a mesh design. Optional inch wheels were also offered starting from An innovation
was the electronically controlled Toyota Electronic Modulated Suspension air suspension
combining nonlinear H-infinity control of damping force and roll-orientation control. The S
model of the Crown, released in late , was based on the Zero Crown concept car. The engine
was changed to a V6 for the new Royal and Athlete models, while the Crown Majesta used the
V8 only, now in 4. The new engines gave more performance while also giving better fuel
economy. The S series Crown Estate was continued alongside the S sedans, and was replaced
by the luxury-oriented Toyota Alphard for load carrying duties and multiple passengers. It
continued to use the older inline six-cylinder engines. This generation of the Crown is available
in 4 different trim levels: the Crown Royal series which is a more comfortable and luxurious car;
the Crown Athlete series which takes the luxurious aspect of the Royal series but has more
aggressive styling and sporty features; the Crown Majesta series with different styling and more
luxurious features than the Royal series; and the Crown Hybrid series which is a trim level
designated for the Hybrid Synergy Drive V6 drivetrain. This is the longest and widest Crown to
be built until the arrival of the fourteenth generation S model. The fourteenth generation Crown
was launched on 25 December with new styling, with the Royal series front styling theme
paying homage to the fifth generation MS series. Most aspects of the car can be controlled by
Toyota Multi-Operation Touch panel. The S Crown was launched in China in March The Crown
currently uses the 2 litre 8AR-FTS turbocharged four cylinder engine paired to an 8-speed
automatic gearbox. Compared to its Japanese counterpart, the Crown S in China is 35
millimetres longer in length, 5 millimetres wider, 15 millimetres shorter in height, 65 millimetres
longer in wheelbase and is to kilograms lighter in kerb weight. The front end of the Chinese
variant has a razor blade grille just like its Japanese counterpart and has thinner headlights and
taillights for a sleeker design. The fifteenth-generation Crown was unveiled as a concept at the
45th Tokyo Motor Show in October and went on sale on 26 June , [75] [76] alongside the
third-generation Century. Three engine choices are offered so as to provide buyers advantages
in savings with regards to Japan's annual road tax obligation, and standard equipment content
is increased with each trim package matched to the engine size. All trim levels are offered with
either rear wheel drive or full-time all-wheel drive. Motive power for the Crown is the choice of
the 2. All trim levels, except the rear wheel drive G Executive can be purchased with the 2. The
3. The only engine for the 4WD models is 2. By using this hardware, Toyota can provide various

connected services to T-Connect [note 1] subscribers through its proprietary Mobility Service
Platform MSPF , an information infrastructure developed by the company for Connected Cars.
Moving forward, Toyota aims to equip most new passenger vehicles in its domestic market with
DCM. Beginning on August 1, , Toyota Motor Corporation Toyota , with Toyota City, will start
Japan's first verification testing for road maintenance inspections using vehicle data obtained
from connected cars. The verification test will enable assessment of whether the degree of road
deterioration index values computed from the car's behavior data and actual road conditions
are consistent, and validate these findings on more typical regional roads. Toyota also aims to
further advance its technology toward supporting administrative services that implement road
maintenance and inspection work in Toyota City more accurately and appropriately. To ensure
that Toyota can hope to offer security and peace of mind to customers with the addition of
these new vehicle data services and for a smooth operation, they will establish a " Connected
Operation Kaizen Dojo " within its training center in Nisshin-city Aichi Prefecture and train
dealership staff nationwide. The fifteenth generation Crown is equipped with Toyota Safety
Sense 2. Toyota Crown prototype displayed at the Tokyo Motor Show. From Wikipedia, the free
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YN Origin JCG Non-Toyota platform. The Toyota name comes with recognition â€” drivers can
rest assured that they own one of the most reliable, trusted brands on the road today. But is it
worth investing in a Toyota extended warranty for peace of mind after your factory warranty
expires? Even the best vehicles will eventually break down with age and added mileage. With an
extended warranty from a third-party provider like CARCHEX, you can save thousands on what
would be expensive trips to the repair shop. Read on to learn how to find the best Toyota
extended warranty and the key things to think about before you buy. While Toyota is known for
superior performance, safety, and lasting power, even the best vehicle needs repairs and
servicing in their lifetime. You may want extended coverage sooner rather than later.
Rust-through and powertrain coverage lasts a little longer at five years or 60, miles. Known as

Toyota Vehicle Service Agreements, manufacturer-backed Toyota extended warranties come in
three tiers. The company recommends coverage if your vehicle is less than three years old and
has fewer than 36, total vehicle miles. Like many manufacturer plans, Toyota extended
warranties can be transferred if you sell your vehicle before your coverage period ends. The
plan comes with unlimited towing to the nearest Toyota dealership. A used Toyota can be
covered up to two years or 24, miles. While the Toyota vehicle service contracts offer protection
for your aging vehicle, the plans do not cover everything. Toyota is king of the road and
continues to be ranked within the top three vehicle manufacturers by Consumer Reports, but
certain models are prone to defects, service issues, and reliability issues that potentially need
to be addressed. In a single visit to your mechanic, one issue could cost you thousands of
dollars unless you have Toyota extended warranty coverage. Common problems facing Toyota
owners include:. More specifically, here are costs Toyota Camry drivers most frequently pay for
repairs, according to RepairPal. Do these expenses make your heart race? An extended
warranty plan can save you money on expensive repairs, parts, and labor while covering the full
cost of these defective problems. We offer many protection plans within these five levels, so
you can further customize your coverage to get the extended warranty you need. While Toyota
Vehicle Service Agreements may seem appealing, know there are other options available that
put more power in your hands. Choosing to go third-party when it comes to your Toyota
extended warranty is a good idea, and it gives you covered repair options beyond what the
dealership offers. However, not all of these options are the same. Different extended warranty
providers offer different perks. Our dedicated team of specialists can match a personalized plan
to any used or new Toyota model and year for complete coverage of your car, truck, hybrid, or
SUV. Call today for your free Toyota extended warranty quote. Not sure about which plan is
right for you? Average monthly coverage cost is based on the average total price of the Vehicle
Protection Plan over a four year coverage period. Individual pricing is subject to change based
on the combination of make, model, year, and mileage as well as coverage level and term
length. A Ford certified pre-owned warranty covers you in case your used car suffers a
breakdown. Keep reading to learn more about the benefits of purchasing a certified
pre-ownedâ€¦. A Dodge powertrain warranty provides basic protection to your engine and other
components that keep your car running. But is that enough? Increasing that protection with an
extended warranty may be the best decision to keeping your car on theâ€¦. Are you thinking of
buying an extended car warranty? Cost should definitely factor in your decision. Keep reading
to learn more about what goes into that costs, how to shop around, and why buying an
extended warranty could be theâ€¦. When you walk out of the showroom with the keys to your
new car, chances are it comes with a car manufacturers warranty. These warranties ensure the
car is protected for a stated period of time, but what happens whenâ€¦. Does the warranty truly
cover everything between the front and back bumpers? Knowing the basics of the car warranty
options available to you can help you makeâ€¦. Today, it's industry standard for a car to have
warranty coverage. Essentially, that's a promise that the manufacturer stands behind its
vehicle. However, that coverage only lasts you for a few years. To get the most out of your
investment,â€¦. Do you know the difference between a comprehensive warranty and a
powertrain warranty? Most comprehensive warranties won't last the lifetime of yourâ€¦. Buying
a Dodge Ram extended warranty will keep your truck on the road longer and may save you
hundreds â€” or possibly thousands â€” of dollars in the long run. You are not required to click
the above button as a condition of purchase. Here are some parts of your Toyota that will not be
covered by the Toyota extended warranty plans: Batteries Accessory drive belts Clutch friction
disc and pressure plate Body panels Rotors and drums Brake linings, pads, and shoes Chrome
Bumpers Carpet Filters Fluids Dash cover and pad Door fabric Door trim Glass windshields and
mirrors Hybrid vehicle battery pack Spark plugs Tires. Common problems facing Toyota owners
include: Excessive oil consumption trending across multiple models Takata airbag recall Camry
unintended acceleration Prius headlight failure and brake issues RAV4 engine control module
and transmission failure issues More specifically, here are costs Toyota Camry drivers most
frequently pay for repairs, according to RepairPal. When you purchase coverage from a
third-party provider like CARCHEX, you gain the following: No interest: When you buy extended
warranty coverage from a third-party warranty provider, you are buying a separate product. If
you were to purchase a Toyota extended warranty and had an auto loan, Toyota may roll the
warranty price into your car purchase, so you end up paying interest on the contract. You can
choose from our network of more than 30, mechanics. Custom plans: Only pay for the coverage
you need. With 21 contracts and optional add-ons, you can customize your coverage, even if
your Toyota is a hybrid or electric vehicle. We score a We promise to give you your money
back. Extended auto warranty extras â€”Going with CARCHEX comes with services that provide
peace of mind, like free roadside assistance, rental car, gas delivery, towing, and travel

protection trip interruption benefits. Keep reading to learn more about the benefits of
purchasing a certified pre-ownedâ€¦ Read Full Article. Dodge Powertrain Warranty Coverage A
Dodge powertrain warranty provides basic protection to your engine and other components that
keep your car running. Increasing that protection with an extended warranty may be the best
decision to keeping your car on theâ€¦ Read Full Article. Keep reading to learn more about what
goes into that costs, how to shop around, and why buying an extended warranty could be theâ€¦
Read Full Article. Car Manufacturers Warranty Things to Consider When you walk out of the
showroom with the keys to your new car, chances are it comes with a car manufacturers
warranty. These warranties ensure the car is protected for a stated period of time, but what
happens whenâ€¦ Read Full Article. Knowing the basics of the car warranty options available to
you can help you makeâ€¦ Read Full Article. To get the most out of your investment,â€¦ Read
Full Article. Comprehensive Warranty Do you know the difference between a comprehensive
warranty and a powertrain warranty? Most comprehensive warranties won't last the lifetime of
yourâ€¦ Read Full Article. Ram Extended Warranty Coverage Options Buying a Dodge Ram
extended warranty will keep your truck on the road longer and may save you hundreds â€” or
possibly thousands â€” of dollars in the long run. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
subaru headlight problems
multiple receptacle wiring diagram
reliance transfer switch wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

